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WHERE THE SMARTER TECH IS: 
An Oracle Utilities CONNECTED Story 



Most stories start out of time and out of place—somewhere far away, somewhere long ago. Our story begins 

in right now, and it’s set in every town and in every place—and within every utility struggling to balance a 

smarter, more interconnected grid with a more engaged and interactive customer. This story is about more 

connected spaces and more connected places. And its hero is a model we call the CONNECTED Hub. 
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Built in tandem with the WEDO Team (a part of the Oracle España family), the 

town complete with all a town needs to thrive: tiny homes, tiny cars, tiny green trees… and tiny smart utility 

tech in the form of poles, wires, transformers, solar panels, gas infrastructure, a wind turbine and even a tiny 

substation. Interconnected and built to run real-world use cases, the 

solve big issues in tiny real-time. 
 

  

 

 

 

CONNECTED Hub is a tiny 

CONNECTED Hub can sort through and 
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 combines both traditional SCADA assets and new IT-enabled devices with real, 

Those ups and downs from the model are then fed through an integrated Oracle Utilities Network 

Management System (NMS) application, allowing for quick interaction and adjustments—showing just how 

the right software can make a big difference (whether in our small world or your bigger one). 
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The CONNECTED Hub 

working DER sources to generate a little power data. 
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Like its bigger city counterparts where many of us reside, this tiny town is tackling a whole lot of 

change—a slew of daily ups and downs. To troubleshoot those issues (and even shoot pictures of the 

problems), drones can be dispatched for a bird’s eye view. 
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And, inside every house in this tiny town, the citizens can quickly and easily ask their digital assistants, 

“Hey there, what’s my bill?” and get an answer pulled directly from utility data—and even a few 
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recommendations on how to save some energy or gas or water (and money, too). 
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This tiny world can also reflect more traditional grid outage scenarios (and moments that impact gas and 

water utilities, too). Visitors can watch as the 

and see NMS ride to the rescue: detecting the condition, finding an alternate route and transferring load 

automatically… flipping to a circuit with more capacity with no single tiny home losing power in the process. 

 

 

 

 

CONNECTED Hub mirrors typical use cases like overload 
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CONNECT WITH US 

oracleutilities-global_ww@oracle.com 

+1.800.275.4775 

oracle.com/utilities 

twitter.com/oracleutilities 

linkedin.com/company/oracle-utilities 

youtube.com/oracleutilities 

Outside North America, fnd your local offce at oracle.com/contact 
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